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Kaleidoscope

STEMpoweredSTEMpowered

Baloon
Powered Car

Harminocraft

Microbit
Programming

Colourful
Melting Ice

Create a dazzling world of patterns and colors!
Twist and turn your handmade kaleidoscope for

endless visual delight! 

Race to the finish with your
balloon-powered car! Inflate,

release, and watch it zoom across
the room! 

Craft your own musical instruments and make
some noise! Discover the joy of music with DIY

harmonic tools! 

Watch colors dance and swirl as ice
melts! Create beautiful, ever-changing

art with science and creativity! 

Code your own cool gadgets with a
Microbit! From games to sensors,
bring your digital dreams to life! 



Roller-Paper
thrill

Buoyant
Builders

Biology Theatre 

Colossal Fossil 

RPS Evolution 

You’re the Next

Design and build a thrilling roller-
coaster with paper! Watch marbles zoom

and twist in your custom creation! 

Test your engineering skills with
floating creations! Build, balance,

and see whose design stays afloat! 

Unearth giant fossils like a real
paleontologist! Dig, discover, and piece

together ancient history! 

Bring biology to life with interactive plays! Act
out the fascinating processes of living

organisms! 

Play rock-paper-scissors with an
evolutionary twist! Adapt,

strategize, and see who survives
the longest! 

Unleash your creativity and build a cozy nest using twigs,
yarn, and fun craft materials! Get ready to design and

create your own unique nest masterpiece!



Liquid Nitrogen
Ice Cream 

Disaster Dash

Wizards
Workshop 

Critter Creation 

Space Case

Cross the
Firewall 

Make the coolest ice cream with
liquid nitrogen! Mix, freeze, and
enjoy a creamy, scientific treat! 

Race against time in a thrilling
disaster simulation! Plan, react, and

save the day with quick thinking! 

Design and build your own fantastical
creatures! Use imagination and crafting

skills to bring them to life! 

Concoct magical potions and spells! Enter
the wizarding world and brew up some

enchantment! 

Embark on a cosmic adventure with space-
themed activities! Explore the universe and

solve interstellar puzzles! 

Test your hacking skills in a cybersecurity
challenge! Break through defenses and

protect digital realms! 



Paper Circuits 

Paper Lantern 

Light up your paper crafts with electric
circuits! Create glowing cards,

sculptures, and more with LEDs! 

Craft and illuminate beautiful paper
lanterns! Design, decorate, and light

up the night with your creations! 

Embark on a cosmic adventure with space-
themed activities! Explore the universe and

solve interstellar puzzles! 


